Foreword

This is a handbook, a unique collection of practical experiences, expert opinion, and future visions of what has become known as e-Business. In it, one will find timely, challenging, and often conflicting views with a common thread, the passion and expertise of the authors in what is a critically important subject. E-Business covers the exchange of data for the purpose of conducting business. This includes the collection, storage, and exchange of data for essentially all economic activity. It includes research and discovery as well as documenting the actual exchange of goods or services through to the development of the models that predict business trends. It is a vast subject that is undergoing rapid change. This handbook is designed to serve as a guide to ongoing research and to provide a reference to support researchers’ work.

It took only a single generation to get from the Wright brothers’ first flight in 1903 to the first commercial flight of the supersonic Concord in 1976, an amazingly short 73 years. The evolution from essentially verbal agreements and hand written business records developed and refined over hundreds of years, to the creation, storage, and exchange of electronic documents has occurred even faster. In only a few decades, fully automated trading systems and information storage systems have been developed where the records differentiating the richest from the poorest are no more than invisible binary code.

When email first emerged in the late 80s, it occurred to this author that if humans could communicate by exchanging email why couldn’t computers? This led to a grant of a British patent in 1992 on the use of store and forward networks, later to become known as email servers, to maintain distributed databases. The process allowed software applications to use email to “talk” to each other. I always wondered what would happen if software applications started building their own connections and automating trade to the point where I could let my computer find the product I was looking for, buy it, and arrange for it to be delivered, all without my help. This can easily be done today on a global scale in any language. I also wondered when computers would start to exchange jokes about their masters, and perhaps that is the next step.

The first commercial computers arrived on the scene in the late 50s with IBM entering its golden years in the 60s with its visionary leadership in business computing. By 1969 IBM was defending a law suit claiming that it was attempting to monopolize business computers. In the mid 70s, islands of computing started to reach out to each other with the development of EDI and the Value Added Networks (VANs). The first Apple appeared on April Fool’s Day in 1976, and the first IBM PC less than four years later. Ten years later, the Internet made its debut, and almost immediately we saw the first Web server. As the saying goes, time flies when you are having fun.

Change is never easy, and as the speed of change increases, so does the turbulence. It is hard to predict the true direction e-Business will take us, but as this handbook clearly shows, we can detect trends that are driving towards greatly improved transparency. This will be based on better quality data traceable to
its authoritative source or provenance. We can also expect to see the principles developed for e-Business applied to eGovernment as we move towards portable data, data that is independent of the application used to capture, store, or manipulate it, and data that preserves its meaning over time. These principles are at the heart of ISO 8000, the new international standard for data quality.

Data is the water that flows and connects, and without data, our computers and our software would have no purpose. As this work illustrates there are clearly road bumps and toll gates ahead, but luckily, the ever present drive to create monopolies is balanced by a community, focused on sharing knowledge through open standards.

I recommend this work to you in the hope that it may provide you with inspiration for your own research as well as a guide to practical solutions you can apply in your own business, be it large or small.

Peter R. Benson
Founder and Executive Director Electronic Commerce Code Management Association (ECCMA)
Project leader for ISO 22745 (open technical dictionaries) and ISO 8000 (data quality)
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